Isolation and characterization of nucleoprotein assembly intermediates of tobacco mosaic virus.
During assembly of tobacco mosaic virus from pure RNA and 20S capsid protein aggregates under conditions where protein is limiting, partially assembled intermediates of specific sizes accumulate; these were isolated on sucrose density gradients. The earliest intermediate found in substantial quantity sedimented at 56 S and was shown, by measurement of its buoyant density and of the length of the RNA segment protected by the capsid protein from nuclease digestion, to consist of RNA that is 13% encapsidated (corresponding to a rod length of about 39 nm); the next intermediate sediments at 78 S and is 18% encapsidated (corresponding to a rod length of about 54 nm). Studies of the distribution of intermediates at various input ratios of protein/RNA indicated that their accumulation results from decreases in the rate constants for protein binding that are local to specific points in the course of encapsidation. After extensive nuclease digestion, the RNA still associated with the first intermediate was shown to include a portion that is unencapsidated. This segment of the RNA may be a region of stable secondary that confers the nuclease resistance despite the lack of protection by capsid protein. Such RNA secondary structure, if it exists, would also cause the accumulation of intermediates by imposing an energy barrier to subsequent rod elongation.